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ABSTRACT
EXPLORATION OF A FREE SPACE OPTICAL TELEMETRY SYSTEM
FOR FORMATION FLYING SOUNDING ROCKET SUB-PAYLOADS

by
James Gealy
University of New Hampshire, September, 2010

The results of an exploration regarding the novel use of free-space optics (FSO) between sounding rockets and their sub-payloads are presented. This includes an evaluation
of optoelectronic and optical devices against environmental and system level criteria. A
preliminary test using available in-house components and bench-top equipment was also
performed to determine potential distances and data rates of FSO in this environment. Using a light emitting diode with an optical power output of approximately six milliwatts, and
a photomultiplier tube originally purposed for use on the Compton GRO, a pulse rate of
ten kilohertz was transmitted over a distance of four-hundred meters in-atmosphere. Transmission distance was increased to five-hundred meters using an optical bandpass filter, and

nine-hundred meters using a baffle. Because of test equipment limitations and the potential
for increased optical power transmission, it is expected that greater distances and data rates
can be achieved in the final design.

XlIl

Chapter 1

Background
The following is an exploratory study regarding the novel use of free-space optics between
sounding rockets and their sub-payloads. This exploration was conducted with the following
goals:
• To determine the potential distances over which free-space optics can operate in the
given environment.
• To determine the potential data rates of a free-space optical system in the given
environment.

To accomplish these goals, two main bodies of work were undertaken. The first was
a qualitative assessment of whether free-space optics deserved further development in this
application, and if so, what must be considered moving forward. This included an evaluation of optoelectronic and optical devices against environmental and system level criteria,
along with recommendations for the system design itself. The second line of action was a
preliminary series of tests using available in-house components and bench-top equipment.
These tests, while not strictly indicative of potential transmission distances or data rates,
did show promise.

1
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Figure 1-1: Aurora exhibiting dominant green spectral emissions above Bear Lake near
Seward,
Image credit: Joshua Strang, U.S. Air Force.
1„1

Aurora

Researching the interconnected nature of the sun and earth has practical applications to everyday life, as solar events can negatively impact the electrical and communication systems
that society relies upon. Understanding the sun-earth system better is key to preventing the
resulting failures of these systems. The sun-earth system manifests in many ways, perhaps
the best known being the aurora. Learning about the aurora has allowed space physicists
to learn more about the sun's effects on the geophysical system as a whole.

There exist many sources explaining the causes of aurora and because of this only a
brief description of the characteristics of this phenomenon will be given here as it pertains

to the design of this particular FSO. The reason for this is two-fold. First, the purpose
of this system is to aid in the study of the aurora. Second, the very nature of the light

produced in auroral events has pertinence to the design of this system. An image of the
aurora is shown in Figure 1-1.

In simple terms, the aurora are caused by energetic charged particles from the sun

Magnetotail
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Figure 1-2: Depiction of the earth's magnetosphere. The sun is out of frame and to the
left. Image credit: NASA.
interacting with the earth's atmosphere, or more specifically, the atmosphere's constituent
particles. Different molecules such as diatomic nitrogen and oxygen, along with free atoms as

well, are hit with high energy electrons and protons, among other particles. Accompanying
each individual event is the release of a photon as a briefly excited electron within the
atom returns to a lower energy state. The wavelength of the light released is determined
by the particle energies involved and the element interacted with. The wavelength of this
generated light is the sole determinate of its color.
The incoming charged particles are channeled down to the atmosphere along the earth's

magnetic field lines shown in Figure 1-2. These magnetic field lines, along with localized
magnetic perturbations accompanying the aurora, are of great interest to scientists as they
are fundamental to understanding this process in more depth. Specifically, the spatial and
temporal variation of these field lines is one of the least understood aspects relating to the
formation of the aurora. Without this knowledge there is a decidedly incomplete picture of

3

the process of auroral formation (Lessard 2008 - 2010a).
The altitude range of the aurora varies. Typically the aurora begin at a base altitude of
approximately 100 km with energetic storms pushing electrons as low as 80 km. The upper
limits of the aurora are typically 200 - 300 km with some events extending up to 600 km.

1.2

Sounding Rockets

To study the aurora and their associated magnetic fields, scientists have used devices called
sounding rockets for several decades. Sounding rockets are sub-orbital launch vehicles that
carry scientific payloads to gather data on the atmosphere and space. A typical example
is the Black Brant XII seen in Figure 1-3. The Black Brant XII is composed of up to four

rocket stages along with the payload portion. The payload stack itself contains a suite of
separate instruments, usually from different research institutions. The instruments vary
from mission to mission, but often a magnetometer of some type is carried to study the
aurora and the local magnetic field in situ.
The radius of a Black Brant XII is 17.25 inches and the height of a complete stack
including instruments and rocket motors is on the order of 60 feet. The instrument section

housings themselves are composed of aluminum and derive structural strength from their
outer shell.

A model mission of a Black Brant XII is as follows. To begin, the rocket is launched

poleward into the aurora at night from high latitude locations such as Alaska and Norway.
At an altitude of approximately 100 km all engine stages have been spent and ejected. Above

this altitude there is very little atmosphere, so it is generally regarded as the beginning of
space. The lack of atmospheric drag results in the rocket's following a ballistic trajectory
for the remainder of the flight. The rocket continues upward and attains a zenith of up to

1500 km before beginning its descent, according to the Bristol Aerospace website for the
4
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Figure 1-3: A Bristol Aerospace Black Brant XII Sounding Rocket launching from Wallops
Flight Facility. Image credit: NASA.

Black Brant product line (bristol.ca). For reference, low earth orbit (LEO) Reentry occurs
after approximately ten minutes in space. It should be noted that there is no recovery of
the rocket due to expense and logistical difficulties. During flight the rocket is typically
spin stabilized (Lessard 2008 - 2010a).
Sounding rocket system design presents a variety of engineering challenges. One major
consideration is the rapid decompression sounding rockets undergo when moving into the
vacuum of space. This drop in pressure happens to all objects that travel into space from
the earth's atmosphere, but most space missions do not operate their payloads during this
period. In fact, satellites are designed to remain on orbit without many systems engaged for
a set amount of time after launch. It is only after a period of hours or days passes that the
satellite is then commanded to begin its mission. Unfortunately sounding rockets cannot
afford this luxury as they have only minutes to complete an entire set of objectives.

5

Decompression affects all systems on a rocket. The first consideration to be accounted
for is the outgassing of materials during this loss of pressure. Certain plastics and other
similar materials, along with certain chemicals, are prone to the process of outgassing and

they must not be used in the construction of the rocket. Outgassing results in a loss of
mass in a material as it releases constituent molecules. These free molecules may then coat

optical components, among other systems, and prevent their correct functionality. It should
be noted too that unclean surfaces can outgas contaminants. In addition to outgassing, the
second consideration for decompression is the release of trapped gasses within the rocket.
As a result, any devices and parts used must not retain gas pockets. Also, decompressing

high voltage (HV) electrical systems in operation can cause them to arc if not properly
designed (Lessard 2008 - 2010a).

1.3

Rockettes

As stated previously, the study of the magnetic field is carried out in situ with magnetometers. However, the temporal and spatial gradients of the varying magnetic fields associated

with the aurora require more than just a single point of measurement to produce a complete
model of them. To this end there have been campaigns with smaller sub-payloads, or 'subs',
released from the sounding rocket itself, referred to in these missions as the 'main'. In some
missions the subs are the same diameter as the main and placed in line with the instrument
stack. They are then ejected axially from the aft end of the main once the last engine stage

is ejected. Other missions have reduced the size of the subs to fit within the diameter of
the main. These subs are typically launched transversely from the sounding rocket (Lessard
2008 - 2010a).
The next step in this progression is to design yet smaller subs so that more of them
can fit within the main rocket body than is possible with larger units. To this end the

6
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Figure 1-4: Probe Array Lattice to Investigate Spatial Auroral DEnsity Structuring, or
PALISADES, probes. These units are similar in size and shape to those of the Rockette
concept. Image courtesy of Dr. Kristina Lynch, Dartmouth College.
Magnetosphere-Ionosphere Research Laboratory of the Space Science Center at the University of New Hampshire has begun to develop the 'Rockette' project. The goal of this
project is to produce and employ many small, low cost, sub-payloads that are ejected from
a sounding rocket in flight, much as current subs are. However, the Rockettes will be much
smaller than previous subs that have traditionally been the same diameter as the main, or
on the order of tens of centimeters in width. The Rockette design is such that between ten

to twenty of these devices will be deployed from the main, instead of only two to six. This
number of Rockettes collecting magnetic field data simultaneously, while being spatially
distributed, will allow space physicists to better understand the structure of aurora. Figure
1-4 depicts the design of another sub-payload system similar in size and function to the
Rockettes.

With a large number of subs it follows that the size of each must be quite small. A
Rockette mission would be timed to closely match that depicted for a typical sounding

7

rocket mission. The shape of the Rockettes is not governed by a need for aerodynamic

efficiency as the payloads are not ejected before reaching space. This leaves the Rockettes
to take on a shape that is best for attitude control. Their size is too small for consideration of
three axis stabilization systems, so spin stabilization becomes the logical choice. Imparting
the Rockettes with spin stabilization as they are ejected simplifies their implementation and
design as unstabilized payloads introduce engineering difficulties in data collection.
The method of ejection used is directly coupled with the shape of the Rockettes. The
ejection system could take one of several forms, all either mechanical or rocket motor based.
To spin stabilize a body, there must be a large ratio between the moments of inertia of the
spin axis, and the two remaining axes. The two optimum shapes for achieving this are

cylinders. The first is squat, being large in diameter but small in height, while the second
is small in diameter but large in height, making it long and narrow. Mechanical ejection
solutions in the form of springs or powered rollers are possible for both designs. Rocket

motor ejection would be best used in the long cylinder model, in the direction of the long
axis. Unpublished research has been performed by the MIRL regarding the use of Estes

brand rockets for use in such a design (Carney 2009). The findings of this research show that
spin stabilization about the long axis is possible using sets of guides to impart rotation in a
manner similar to the rifling of a bullet. If rocket motors are used for ejection, the launch
tubes will be through-hole to minimize the force on the sounding rocket. Also, at least two
subs would be launched at any given time to equalize what force is imparted to the sounding
rocket. The remainder of this work assumes use of the long cylinder model with a diameter
of approximately five centimeters and a length of approximately twenty centimeters. This

size allows the desired number of sub-payloads to fit within the Black Brant XII (Lessard
2008 - 2010a). Potential distribution patterns for the Rockettes are shown in Figure 1-5.
The 'transmission' and 'PMT' labels in the figures are based on information presented in
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Figure 1-5: Potential Rockette distribution patterns.
the following chapters.

To collect magnetic field information, each Rockette will be equipped with a magnetometer. This magnetometer will need to be small to fit within the envelope provided.
Fluxgate magnetometers are not only small, but also physically robust, and will readily be
able to withstand the rigors of space flight. This is known because fluxgates are already
used on sounding rockets (Tohyama et al. 1988).
Magnetometers, however, are potentially sensitive to other electronic components. These
components will include a microprocessor/controller to collect the digitized data from the
fluxgate and parse it into frames. Another primary component will be a GPS receiver to
obtain time and position information. The Rockettes are not necessarily required to utilize the position information themselves, but it must be included with the magnetometer
measurements in order to correlate the magnetic field information with the locations of
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measurement. This inclusion also provides useful clock capabilities. A small battery powers

the system while accelerometers and solid state gyroscopes provide position and attitude
information. Finally, a telemetry system is a requirement because of the lack of rocket
recovery.

1.4

Telemetry

Instruments collect data in a variety of methods. Despite this variety there are two general
categories of collection methods termed Hn situ' and 'remote sensing'. Remote sensing is
the gathering of information at a distance from the object or event that is being studied.
Information is conveyed via photons, particles, fields, and waves. One example of remote
sensing is taking pictures of stars. Whether this is done in space or on the ground, photons
released from the star being observed travel through space and strike a CCD or piece of
film at the location of observation, thus exposing the detector and recording the incident.
Nothing is measured at the star's location directly as would be the case with an in situ
collection of data. In situ measurements are conducted at the exact location that is being
studied. For example, a magnetometer taking measurements as it travels through a magnetic
field is taking in situ measurements because it is measuring what it is passing through.
Many scientific topics have aspects that can be studied only in situ. For practical reasons

it is often difficult to physically retrieve the data being collected on location. As a result
the information gathered must be conveyed to another location (or multiple locations) for
processing and assimilation by computers and humans alike. This conveyed information is
called 'telemetry', also known as TM. The word telemetry, when applied to spacecraft, refers

to the automatic gathering of scientific and housekeeping/system data and its subsequent
transmission to the ground.
No matter the telemetry system used, the telemetry 'stream' itself is broken up into
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major frames. Major frames are the largest parcels of information of the telemetry, which
are then broken up into a set number of minor (sub) frames. A typical major frame will
contain several minor frames, each with an allotment of data from a particular satellite
subsystem or instrument. At the end of each major frame are sync bytes, a unique sequence
of bits that indicate to the receiver the end of the frame, along with that frame's I.D.. If

the sync bytes are not present then one frame runs into the next and the sets of data cannot
be distinguished.
Previous sounding rocket sub-payloads have used S-band radio links to transmit their

data directly to the ground (Lessard 2008 - 2010?). Ground stations typically have few
antennas to receive this information. For example, Poker Flat Research Range in Alaska has

three ground-based S-band antennas according to their website (pfrr.alaska.edu). Frequency
division multiplexing is used between the dishes, but as more subs are added, time division

multiplexing must be used. This introduces overhead as individual S-band links must be
established and terminated for each sub assigned to a particular antenna, thus limiting

the amount of scientific data received. Also, the subs transmitting to a particular antenna
on the ground cannot be physically distributed over an area larger than that antenna's
beamwidth allows.

1.5

Free-Space Optics

Due to the limitations of radio based TM systems, free-space optics (FSO) has been investigated as an alternative TM technology for Rockette use. FSO communication systems have
a long history and many applications. Technically speaking, any use of light to exchange
information in free-space, whether in the atmosphere or space proper, can be considered
a form of FSO. By this measure, FSO has been in use since humans started using fire or
reflective materials for communication. For further reference, Majumdar presents a con-
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densed version of FSO use through history (Majumdar L· Ricklin 2007). He also gives a
broad primer on FSO use in general.
The two basic components of any FSO communication system are the transmitter and
the receiver. The transmitter can be almost any light source that can be modulated either
electrically or mechanically. The receiver must then be able to detect the light and resolve
the modulations. For example, a signal lamp is a constant source of light that can be
mechanically blocked, allowing for modulation in the form of Morse code. The receiver in

this example could be a person seeing the long and short pulses of light from the lamp. A
more sophisticated example is the use of an electronically controlled laser (transmitter) and
a sensitive optoelectronic device (receiver) to transmit data at many gigabits per second.
Two way communication is achieved by having both a transmitter and receiver at each end
of the system.

Regarding the use of FSO in space, according to Denigan, "Satellite laser ranging (SLR)
and lunar laser ranging (LLR) to passive reflectors have been carried out successfully since
1964 and 1969, respectively" (Degnan 2008). While these experiments worked as modest concept demonstrators, the passive aspect of the reflectors meant that point-to-point
communication was not performed, as the sending and receiving units were both on earth.

The first ground to space FSO link was established with the Galileo Optical Experiment
(GOPEX) aboard the Galileo spacecraft in 1992 (Wilson & Lesh 1993). This marked an
important milestone in the use of FSO in space despite it being a unidirectional communication.

The MESSENGER spacecraft sent to study Mercury carried a laser-based altimeter ex-

periment. Its Nd:YAG laser (Krebs et al. 2005) was Q-switched and achieved an efficiency of
5.4%, with a design heritage extending back to ICESat and the Mars Global Surveyor, both
of which carried laser altimeter experiments. In May of 2005 MESSENGER participated in
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the first two-way FSO communication between a ground station and a spacecraft (Degnan
2008, Neumann et al. 2005). Furthermore, FSO has been used in satellite constellations for

multi-gigabit per second inter-satellite communication for only a few years now (Gregory
et al. 2010), making this technology still quite new in many respects. Research into far more
complex systems, such as a communication constellation for future Mars missions, is already
underway despite this (Castellini et al. 2008). Previous examples of FSO in sounding rocket
applications could not be found.
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Chapter 2

Optical Devices Used
Given the lack of information on FSO use in sounding rockets, this exploration is intended
to be an initial look at important considerations for such a system. Because of this, a direct
comparison of FSO with S-band radio links currently used for sounding rocket sub-payloads
is outside the scope of this exploration.

2.1

Transmission Wavelength

There are many parameters to consider in any FSO system, the first of which is the wave-

length (?) of the light being used as the information carrier between the transmitter and
receiver. The wavelength of light used in a particular FSO system is chosen by considering a
wide range of environmental factors. This FSO is unique in its operating environment, and
thus unique factors must be taken into account with regard to the transmission wavelength,

namely the presence of the aurora, starlight, and the geocorona. Sources of light are either
broad spectrum, i.e. blackbody radiation, or narrow spectrum, i.e. emission lines.
Because this is an optical system under consideration, the initial transmission wavelength

options consist of ultraviolet (UV), visible, and infrared (IR). Figure 2-1 shows the visible
spectrum and its constituent colors along with a selection of their respective wavelengths.
To the immediate left of this lies the UV portion of the electromagnetic spectrum, extending
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Figure 2-1: Depiction of the visible light spectrum with wavelength labels in nm. Image
credit: David Eccles.

from 380 nm down to 10 nm, and to the immediate right the IR portion, ranging from 750
nm to 300 µ??.
If used within a perfectly dark vacuum, any optical wavelength would be appropriate for

use in FSO. However, because FSO the background light within the field-of-view (FOV) of
the receiver must be considered. If the signal of interest is broadcast at the same wavelength
as an extraneous source within the receiver's FOV, the signal may be indistinguishable from
this noise. In this case, the signal-to-noise ratio is below one.
The brightest objects to consider as possible noise sources are the sun and moon, both
of which present broad spectra of light. As sounding rockets are launched at night, many
missions do not encounter direct sunlight, however some do when they reach high enough
altitudes. This translates into a need for the main and its Rockettes to keep the sun below
their horizon. The Moon would also need to be kept from view.
The next greatest source of noise is the ambient light from stars and other distant
sources. For the purposes of this FSO this light was regarded as 'white', in that it is uniform
and not especially prevalent at any particular wavelength. This assumption was made
because no information could be found regarding the spectrum of background starlight.

The earth itself is a broadband source of thermal energy (heat) because its surface is
much warmer than space. This mid-IR and far-IR energy consists of wavelengths above
approximately 2500 nm.
As discussed in Section 1.1, photons are generated by the collision of charged particles
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Image credit: Donald R. Pettit, NASA

orbits at an altitude of approximately 350 km. Image
credit: NASA.

Figure 2-2: Comparison of aurora as seen from space with an example sounding rocket
trajectory. The exact scales and locations are unique to each.
from the sun with the constituent particles of the earth's atmosphere. These resulting
photons have a wide range of energies across the optical spectrum and are confined to
specific wavelengths within the range. The aurora, as seen from space, is shown in Figure

2-2, along with a typical sounding rocket trajectory. Jones devotes an entire chapter to the
optical emissions of aurora wherein their spectra are depicted (Jones 1974). Those figures
are reprinted in their entirety in Appendix A, with portions relevant to Section 2.2.2 also
reprinted there. The auroral emissions figures in Appendix A depict a range from 110 nm
in Figure A-I, to 1630 nm in Figure A-7. The peaks in the graphs should be avoided
because these are known emission wavelengths. If these same wavelengths were used by
a transmitter operating in front of them, there would be considerable noise present in the

received signal. The wavelengths between these emissions are much better. This also makes
it apparent that a narrowband transmission source is best for this FSO.
The final environmental source to be considered was the geocorona. While the geocorona
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is a result of sunlight being scattered by hydrogen in the exosphere, it does not yield light
above 121.6 nm.

2.1.1

Transmission Wavelength and In-Atmosphere Testing

When an FSO operates in-atmosphere, absorption and scattering effects should be taken
into account as these will degrade the performance of the link (Henniger & Wilfert 2010).
While these effects are not as critical as the environmental light sources discussed above,

they are important to evaluate since performance should theoretically be improved without
them in space.
Absorption is primarily a concern at the ends of the optical spectrum, beyond near-UV
and near-IR. Specifically, UV light is absorbed by ozone and IR light is absorbed as thermal
energy depending upon its frequency.

In general, light at shorter wavelengths is more susceptible to scattering than that of
longer wavelengths, e.g. blue light is scattered more than red light. This is due to Rayleigh
scattering, which is also responsible for the sky's blue color. Henniger provides more detailed information about the atmosphere's specific bands of absorption and the possible

transmission windows between them (Henniger & Wilfert 2010). Therein Henniger also details several other factors, such as scintillation. His work suggests that longer wavelengths
are best in-atmosphere. Optimum transmission windows may be seen in Figure 2-3. Given
the constraints of an optical telemetry system being tested in-atmosphere, it becomes clear
that near-IR and visible light are the most effective choices as a transmission source, with
near-IR having an advantage over visible.
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Figure 2-3: Normalized atmospheric transmission of light versus wavelength, given in µp? (1
µ?? = 1000 nm). From An Introduction to Free-space Optical Communications by Henniger
and Wilfert, Radioengineering, Vol. 19, No. 2, June 2010, pg. 203-212. Reprinted with kind
permission of Mr. Henniger, with all respective copyrights retained by Radioengineering
and the authors.

2.2

Receiving Hardware

According to Hemmati, direct-detection FSO schemes usually make use of either PMT's

(photomultiplier tubes) or APD's (avalanche photo diodes) because of their high internal
low-noise gain (Hemmati 2006). This allows for the omission of initial external amplifiers
like those required for photodiodes. Hemmati goes on to state that both PMT's and APD's
have been tested for use in deep space FSO, with PMT's first tested in the early 1980's at

JPL. Even these initial forays were able to transmit multiple bits per photon (Katz 1982).
Both receivers are apparently not without their drawbacks, as each suffers from photon
counting issues in these applications. This is not so much a problem for the Rockette FSO
as the distances are orders of magnitude smaller, thus yielding much more optical flux.
Kaufmann explains that in many instances a PMT will yield the highest performance for
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most low light level applications. However, he also notes that above 850 nm there is a
decided lack of sensitivity on the part of PMT's, and as such APD's become the better
choice (Kaufmann 2005).
The basic principle of PMT and APD operation lies in a two step process. First, an
incoming photon is concerted to a photoelectron. Second, this photoelectron is multiplied
into many electrons, which provides the gain needed to put out an appreciable current pulse.
High voltages are necessary in both detectors to set up the electric fields that accelerate the
electrons, allowing for electron multiplication. While both PMT's and APD's require high
voltage (HV) supplies, the voltages required for PMT's are generally greater than those for
APD's. HV supplies may be seen as an issue for sounding rockets as they undergo rapid
decompression during their flight and the associated risk of electrical arcing. However,
PMT's have been used in past campaigns by the MIRL and others with a notable example
being SCIFER2 (Jaynes et al. 2009), though this was not an FSO experiment. This in-lab
'heritage' of PMT's was among the deciding factors in choosing them for this work.
The hardware ultimately chosen for this feasibility analysis reflects the minimal resource
nature of the project. A major goal of this preliminary work was to utilize off-the-shelf
components, thereby greatly reducing cost. This paradigm was followed to make use of
optoelectronic devices already in house. Surplus photomultiplier tubes originally procured
for NASA's Gamma Ray Observatory (GRO) are in storage at UNH and became the basis for
the receiving hardware in this design. GRO carried a UNH-built instrument, the Compton
Telescope (COMPTEL) that made use of the Compton effect to image gamma rays in
space (Schonfelder et al. 1984). COMPTEL was composed of multiple scintillation counting
PMT's that were flight certified and these units were selected from a broader range of
candidates for flight. Those units not incorporated in the final instrument were shelved. It
is the intention of this design to use these excess PMT's, since GRO's deorbiting in June of
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window.

Figure 2-4: Thorn EMI 9755NA photomultiplier tube.
2000 means they will not be required in the future.
COMPTEL utilized two detectors, one above the other, designated Dl and D2. D2 was

composed of 3 inch PMT's while Dl consisted of 2 inch units. These 2 inch PMT's were
built by THORN EMI Electron Tubes of Ruislip Middlesex England (now ET Enterprises)
and designated Type 9755NA with individual serial numbers. These PMT's are ruggedized,
end-on, with a transmission bialkali photocathode, a borosilicate plano-concave window,

and ten beryl copper dynodes in a circular cage design (also known as a compact circular

focus, or FAST) as presented in the COMTEL critical design review (CDR) from July, 1984
(Macri 1984) and in Appendix B. Two views of this PMT are presented in Figure 2-4.
COMPTEL's PMT's and associated electronics were not intended to be used in FSO.

Therefore, while they are not perfect for this application, some of their properties are
still advantageous. As such, there exists the opportunity to improve on their operating
characteristics if other PMT's or even APD's are used. A distinct advantage to employing
the 9755NA units on hand for the Rockette FSO is that they were procured with the rigors

of the space environment under consideration, and this is manifested in the choice of dynode
structure. According to the COMPTEL CDR (Macri 1984), another PMT model was slated
to be used, but it failed vibration testing and so an internal structure redesign was ordered,
which then passed qualification. This resulted in the current version of the 9755NA. This
20

robust design is perfect for sounding rocket use and future designs should heed this example.
More examples are given in the following sections.

PMT's and APD's are affected by noise in different ways. Problems such as shot noise,
thermal noise, and incoming optical noise, must be mitigated at all junctures. For the
purposes of this inquiry, all forms of noise, except background optical noise, were treated
as a combined value that did not distinguish between the various possible sources. More

noise can also be induced by the external amplification of the signal, as well as excessive
lengths of signal cabling resulting from the use of discrete devices rather than combined
and localized PMT support circuitry.

2.2.1

Modes of Operation

PMT's are operated in one of three main ways: DC, AC, and photon counting. As the
name implies, photon counting is the use of PMT's in extremely dark conditions to record
the incidence of individual photons. PMT's operating in DC mode generate current in

proportion to the amount of light exposure. Given that the background starlight and
auroral emissions have the potential to saturate a photon counting or DC operated PMT,
they would both be at a disadvantage compared to an AC operated unit.
Unfortunately, the 9755NA's were intended for scintillation (photon) counting. However,
the components originally used with the 9755NA, namely the presence of series output
capacitors seen in Figure 2-5, make it well suited for AC operation. These capacitors also
allow for the cathode-grounded operation of the PMT. Without them there would be a
very large output bias equal to the high voltage supply output, making the connection to
analog-to-digital conversion electronics cumbersome.
Another advantage to the 9755NA is the presence of large resistors in the bleeder string
design, also known as the dynode chain, in Figure 2-5. This chain is what accelerates the
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Figure 2-5: GRO COMPTEL Dl scintillation detector PMT bleeder string. Reprinted from
(Macri 1984).
electrons in the PMT, thereby amplifying the initial light signal. This process can be seen
in Figure 2-6. According to Hamamatsu, PMT's generally use resistors between 100 kU and
1 ?O but the presence of 5.1 ?O resistors provides current limiting protection in bright

environments (Hamamatsu Photonics K.K. 2006). This is considered in some cases to be
any situation where light is visible to the human eye, such as in the aurora or in starlight.
As such, this 'clamped' dynode chain prevents overcurrent from damaging the PMT while
being used in this FSO. Any light detector used for the Rockette FSO should incorporate
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this characteristic.
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Figure 2-6: Electron multiplication in a circular cage PMT. Reprinted from (Hamamatsu
Photonics K.K. 2006) with kind permission.

2.2.2

Spectral Response

A PMT's photocathode material and window glass type determine the wavelengths of light
the PMT is sensitive to. The 9755NA's bialkali photocathode is primarily sensitive to light
at the blue end of the visible spectrum, extending into the near UV to a low wavelength limit

determined by the borosilicate window glass used. All bialkali photocathodes peak at 420
nm for radiant sensitivity (current generated for a given input optical power) and 390 nm
for quantum efficiency (amount of photons converted to photoelectrons for amplification,
also known as QE). Radiant sensitivity is more important than QE in this FSO because it
does not rely on photon counting, as shown in Section 2.2.1, but instead on optical power
incident at the PMT face. Also, radiant sensitivity already takes into account the effects of
quantum efficiency. Figure 2-7 shows that auroral emissions are within the spectral response
of the 9755NA.

The evaluation of different environmental considerations in Section 2.1.1 found near-IR

to be a better choice for a transmission wavelength than blue or UV for in-atmosphere
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Figure 2-7: Relative intensity of auroral emission spectra between 385 nm and 470 nm.
testing. Also, according to Figure A-6 there is a reasonable gap in auroral emissions around

820 nm. This would seem to imply a good match for an FSO in the auroral environment.
However, Figure 2-8 places the radiant sensitivity of near-IR photocathode materials at less
than half that for bialkali, potentially making them less favorable in space, where there is
no atmospheric attenuation. Bialkali PMT's are generally cheaper than their red-detecting
counterparts. In a price quote from an Electron Tubes representative less than a month

before this writing, the model 9266 bialkali 2 inch PMT was $431 USD compared to the
$721 USD red sensitive model 9201.

Complete figures of many different PMT spectral responses, as well as aurora emission

spectra, are given in Appendix A. Figure A.8(b) and Figure A.9(b) contain information
pertaining to the 9755NA.

2.2.3

Dynode Structure

The dynode type of a PMT affects several of its performance traits, the most important in
this case being the timing characteristics. These can be seen in Figures 2-9 and 2-10. The
9755NA employs a circular cage dynode, the design of which may be seen in Figures 2-6

, and 2.4(a). Side-on tubes employ this type of dynode chain exclusively, and some head-on
units, such as this one, do as well. This makes for a compact unit.
The most important values in Figures 2-9 and 2-10 are the rise times. These values

indicate the relative speed of the PMT's which is important for high pulse rates. This is
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Figure 2-8: PMT photocathode radiant sensitivity and quantum efficiency versus wavelength. The 9755NA is a transmission-type bialkali photocathode with a borosilicate window, denoted as curve 400K.
because the rise and fall times provide a minimum overhead estimate for the width of the
received pulses. For example, if the rise and fall time values for a circular cage dynode string

from Figure 2-10 are summed, the minimum pulse duration from start to finish is found to
be 13.4 ns. With no lapse between pulses, this translates into a maximum pulse frequency
of nearly 74 MHz. This maximum pulse frequency becomes a factor as found in Sections 3.3
and 3.4. Full width half maximum values are given under 'Pulse Width' in Figure 2-10, but
pulse overlap may become an issue if these values are used. A faster PMT would perhaps

employ a linear-focused or metal channel dynode structure for increased pulse frequency
response.

Uniformity, collection efficiency, linearity, and magnetic immunity are all points to consider as well when choosing a dynode. Collection efficiency is perhaps the most important

of these with regard to the Rockette FSO, as it dictates the amount of light collected versus
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Pulse

Linearity
Dynode Type Rise Time at 2%
(ns)
(mA)
Circular-cage
Box-and-grid
Linear-focused
Venetian blind

Magnetic
Immunity
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Uniform- Collection
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0.1
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Fine mesh
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1500"
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Figure 2-9: Characteristics of PMT dynode types. Reprinted from (Hamamatsu Photonics
K.K. 2006) with kind permission.
Unit : ns

Dynode Type

Rise Time

Fall Time

Linear-focused

0.7 to 3

1 to 10

Circular-cage
Box-and-grid
Venetian blind

3.4

10

to 7

Pulse Width

Electron Transit

TTS

(FWHM)

Time

1.3 to 5

1610 50
31

36

25

13 to 20

57 to 70

Less than 10

25

60

Less than 10

15

Less than 0.45

4.7 to 8.8

0.4

to 7

25

Fine mesh

2.5 to 2.7

4 to 6

Metal channel

0.65 to 1.5

110 3

1.5 to 3

0.37 to 1.1

Figure 2-10: Time characteristics versus dynode types for a typical 2 inch PMT. Reprinted
from (Hamamatsu Photonics K.K. 2006) with kind permission.
how much is incident at the PMT face. This should be relatively high. Finally, the AC
operation mode of this FSO does not require high pulse linearity. This is discussed further
in Section 3.3.

2.2.4

Detector Area

Using the equation for the area of a circle, the detector area of the 9755NA, given its radius
r, is found to be:
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ApMT = ^rPMT

(2·!)

= p(24.892 mm)2

(2.2)

= 1946.57 mm2.

(2.3)

According to Hamamatsu (Hamamatsu Photonics K.K. 2006), "Irradiance (Ee) is the
radiant flux incident per unit area of a surface, and is also called radiant flux density. Likewise, illuminance (E) is the luminous flux incident per unit area of a surface." Hamamatsu
gives the equations for these as:

E66 = ^
ds (^)
^'

(2.4)
y '

E=^(Ix).

(2.5)

Fe is the radiant flux in watts and F is the luminous flux in lumens. This is depicted

in Figure 2-11. In general, a larger detector area is better as it allows for proportionately
more transmitted light to be detected. More background light is also detected by the same
proportion, unfortunately.

As radiant and luminous flux are constant for a given area, if the effective area of the
detector is decreased, it will result in a proportional decrease in radiant and luminous flux.
This pertains to the angle of the detector where the effective area is decreased by the cosine
of the angle of incidence ß:

Aeff = ApMT cos ß.
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Figure 2-11: Irradiance and illuminance of area dS. Reprinted from (Hamamatsu Photonics
K.K. 2006) with kind permission.
This results in a 70% reduction of output signal for a 45° angle of incidence compared
to normal incidence and can be seen in Figure 2-12. The PMT response does not perfectly
match the cosine curve. According to Hamamatsu (Hamamatsu Photonics K.K. 2006),
"This is because the incident light transmits across a longer distance at large angles of
incidence." Taking into account such a reduction, it becomes clear that more than one
PMT will be required for a sounding rocket to receive transmissions from all sub-payloads.
This is discussed more in Section 3.5.

2.3

Transmitting Hardware

FSO transmission hardware options are discussed here, while receiver hardware options
were evaluated in Section 2.2. As the receiver hardware for the feasibility analysis was
chosen based on the available in-house components, transmission hardware was considered

afterwards. In future Rockette FSO designs the opportunity to assess both receiver and
transmitter hardware together is possible and this would yield maximum efficiency between
these elements.
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Reprinted from (Hamamatsu Photonics K.K. 2006) with kind permission.
2.3.1

Spectral Considerations

With the 9755NA PMT chosen for this FSO feasibility study, an optical transmission system
for the Rockettes was then considered. In Section 2.2.2 the spectral response of this PMT
was discussed and it was found that 420 nm is the optimum transmission wavelength based

on this factor alone. Because testing of the initial system did not involve auroral emission
spectra, the peak wavelength of the light transmitted was chosen to be as close as possible
to this, despite there being auroral emissions at 420 nm, as seen in Figure 2-7 and Figure
A-3. This was done to allow the greatest possible reception for in-atmosphere testing.
2.3.2

Device Types

Given the design of the Rockette units themselves, especially their small size and the presence of a rearward facing rocket motor, elaborate optical systems are neither practical nor
possible. This narrows the candidates for a light source to components that are small and
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require little in the way of electrical resources. Also, the spin-stabilization of the Rockettes
coupled with the 3-axis stabilization of the main rocket may not be precise enough to allow
for narrow light beams with little divergence.
All space-based FSO communication presented in Section 1.5 utilized lasers as the optical
source and telescopes for beam compression and collimation. In fact, no systems could be
found where lasers were not used. Lasers generally have smaller beam divergence, and
because the Rockette FSO will operate on decidedly shorter ranges than current space-

based FSO (by many orders of magnitude in most cases) lasers were not initially considered
for this feasibility study. Instead, light emitting diodes (LED's) were initially chosen for use
on the Rockettes as their beam divergence is typically larger than that of lasers, making
them less prone to a connection loss in the optical pathway.
Whatever the device used, multiple units could be mounted to the back of the Rockettes

which would bring proportionally more optical power to bear on the receiver. The number
of units possible is limited only by power and size constraints, neither of which are currently
set.

2.3.3

LED Used

In researching potential LED's for use in this feasibility study, high optical power output
units were looked at especially closely. Following the first criteria of transmission wavelength
from Section 2.3.1, high output power units with 420 nm peak spectral output were only

found in the form of Optek Technolgy's OUE8A series UV metal can LED's (OPTEK
Technology Inc. 2009). No other LED's were tested in this study.
Each Optek LED has a 12 nm spectral half width. Optek actually produces ten LED's
under the 0UE8A model number, each with a peak wavelength of 375 nm to 425 nm in 5

nm wavelength increments. Their optical power output varies for each wavelength range,
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from 1.8 mW to 8.1 mW for the first three, up to 7.3 mW to 15.4 mW for the last three,
with the units in the middle wavelength ranges producing an intermediate power output.

These values are all assuming a continuous operating current of 100 mA at 3.3 V. The data

sheet specifies that a 1.6 A drive current is possible with a 100 µß pulse width and 10%
duty cycle.

The two units procured for this study were a OUE8A420I and a OUE8A425G. The last
three digits correspond to the LED's spectral output range with the 425 being the highest
of the ten. Each LED is individually tested for optical power output and stamped with a
letter corresponding to a bin minimum and maximum at 100 mA continuous current. T
denotes a power output bin of 12.1 mW to 15.4 mW while 'G' denotes 8.8 mW to 11.5 mW.
The emission angle of the OUE8A's is a constant 18° FWHM for all units. This produces
a 316 m full beam width at a distance of 1 km. While no lens or other optics were used

for the testing of this LED, a small optics design may be prudent to help limit this beam
spread if the stabilization systems of the main rocket and Rockettes work well enough to
allow for it. The reduced spread would bring more optical power to bear on the receiver.
2.3.4

Potential for Laser Diode Use

After more research into lasers during the final tests of the Rockette FSO, laser diodes
became an option for the sending hardware. The laser diodes looked at most iri depth
were those produced by SHARP for use in Blu-ray Disc players and writers. The market
for these has grown with the adoption of Blu-ray equipment, and Sharp continues to produce progressively more powerful laser diodes for them as found in company data sheets

(Sharp Corporation 2007) and (Sharp Corporation 2008), to keep pace with the demand
for increased disc writing speeds.

Looking to the original beam divergence argument against lasers for this FSO, the Sharp
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data sheets indicate that there is minimal difference between the beam patterns of their

Blu-ray laser diodes and the Optek LED's. In one plane the Sharp lasers have the same
18° FWHM divergence as the LED's and in the orthogonal plane the FWHM divergence is
9°. This implies that two Sharp laser diodes would provide the same coverage as a single
Optek LED if they are mounted with 4.5° of separation in their mutual planes of reduced
beam width.

The Sharp laser diodes are compact and efficient generators of light with a narrow
output spectrum centered at 405 nm. Though Figure 2-7 shows that there is a strong auroral
emission at this specific wavelength, the Sharp data sheets indicate that drive current, diode
case temperature, and variations in unit manufacturing can vary this wavelength enough so
that it falls within the 405 nm to 420 nm auroral emission gap.

The Sharp GH04P21A2GE laser diode provides a continuous optical power output of
105 mW or a pulsed optical power output of 210 mW (50 ns pulse width, 50% duty cycle),
drawing 120 mA of current at 5.4 V in continuous mode. This makes them more efficient
than the Optek LED's by a factor of approximately five and perhaps as high as ten, depending on the power output of a particular LED. The Sharp laser diodes may not respond
as well to attempts to increase their output optical power beyond these values, whereas the
Optek LED's may respond more favorably (see Section 4.2.
Regarding cost, the Sharp laser diodes are expensive unless procured from China or Hong
Kong based resellers through websites such as eBay where they can be found for less than
$10 USD per unit as of this writing. Sharp also recently announced their ability to produce
500 mW lasers (Kamikawa et al. 2009). These have the potential, once manufactured in
quantity, to provide the Rockette FSO with an increased operating range.
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2.3.5

Heat Dissipation

LED 's and lasers can both generate large amounts of heat while operating. Sounding rocket
electronics are typically operated within a margin of half their maximum ratings so as to

prevent damage from this heat (Riley 2010). It is advised that any optical transmitter used
be tested both in-atmosphere and in vacuum for temperature limits before failure.
The OUE8A LED data sheet indicates it dissipates a maximum 370 mW of power and

can operate at 85°C. Sharp does not provide power dissipation values for their Blu-ray
laser diodes but does indicate a maximum operating temperature of 7O0C With the FSO
operating in a vacuum, the only options for dissipating heat are radiation and conduction.
Radiation is a relatively poor method of heat transfer so conductive thermoelectric coolers
can be used to supplement it.

2.4

Narrow Bandpass Optical Filter

The presence of background light in the Rockette FSO operating environment was discussed
in Section 2.1. Because of these extraneous sources of optical noise, optical filters were

evaluated to mitigate the problem. Specifically, a narrow bandpass optical filter is the
type desired for this application since, as the name implies, it blocks unwanted light while
allowing light of a small wavelength range to transmit through. The filter passband must
closely match the wavelength of the FSO transmitter to allow this transmission and the
transmitter is already matched to the receiver.

There are two types of bandpass optical filter: interference and color. Interference
filters make use of the Fabry-Pérot principle to only allow for the transmission of desired
wavelengths. Interference filters have higher transmission percentages compared to color
filters. Due to their design, however, they also allow light of undesired wavelengths to pass,
and they block desired wavelengths of light entering at angles of incidence greater than a few
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degrees. If the Rockettes and main body are able to be precisely stabilized, an interference
filter would be best; otherwise a color filter is required. This is because color filters generally
allow light of a particular wavelength to transmit despite greater angles of incidence. The
transmission window of color filters is typically not as steep as those of interference filters
and their transmission percentages tend to be lower.
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Figure 2-13: Barr Associates 427.8 nm color filter transmission wavelength plot, 0° angle of
incidence.

Still keeping to the minimal resource nature of this study, a color glass filter from a
previous rocket campaign was tested to determine its effects on the FSO. The filter was
produced by Barr Associates, Inc. of Westford, MA with model number 46530. Its 2 inch
diameter matches that of the 9755NA PMT. Ironically, this filter was ordered with the intent

of detecting a specific auroral emission line of 427.8 nm. The full filter transmission spectrum
is shown in Figures 2-13 and 2-14. To match this filter's transmission wavelength range as
closely as possible, the OUE8A425G LED was used for its 420 nm to 425 nm output range.
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This filter is unsuitable for actual use because of the wavelength range of its passband, but

it does provide useful information about the characteristics and impact a similar filter will
have on the final FSO. A better performing (both in transmission percentage and passband
width) color filter is expected to be used in the final FSO.
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Figure 2-14: Barr Associates 427.8 nm color filter transmission wavelength plot, 60° angle
of incidence.
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Chapter 3

System Design Considerations
3.1

Network Topology

Current sounding rocket sub-payloads communicate directly with a ground station just as
the main does. In order to reduce technical challenges in the Rockette FSO, this system

will utilize a unidirectional star network topology which is shown in Figure 3-1 (this is
not indicative of distribution pattern). This simply means that all data will move from
the individual Rockettes to the main over unique optical links. These data will then be
downloaded to the ground station via radio link. Star networks are extremely common
in modern computer networks because they are relatively robust. If one node fails, the

remainder of the system is able to continue operating. In this case, the loss of an individual
Rockette does not equate to a loss of the entire system. The downside to this topology is
that the loss of the main equates to a loss of data from the Rockettes even if they themselves
remain operational. This situation is very similar to that of all campaigns featuring a lone

main payload, and as a result there is no increased risk of failure in comparison to this
particular mission profile.
Given the proposed size of the Rockettes, two way optical communication poses a substantial challenge. This is due in part to the cost of optoelectronic devices needed for this
design and the desire to keep costs low. Unidirectional systems are also less technically
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Figure 3-1: Diagram of the Rockette FSO network topology.

complex. From a communication theory standpoint, however, the lack of feedback in a
data diode can be a disadvantage. This is because an acknowledgement of the received
data is not possible and therefore no resending of the information can be requested when a
transmission is corrupted or otherwise not understood. This makes it clear that thorough
testing of the full setup is required to determine what measures must be taken to mitigate,
or possibly prevent, the loss of data.

If the unidirectional topology is found to be too restrictive, it may be possible to incorporate a small light detector on each Rockette in the form of a small and not very resource
intensive photo diode or similar device. While such a device could not receive a signal from
any great distance, this would allow for a brief feedback loop wherein the main could report
each Rockette's data link condition back to it, thus giving the potential opportunity for
correction of issues.
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3.2

Self-Polling Time Division Multiplexing

From a timing viewpoint, a unidirectional network topology presents a challenge as all
communications will be on the same wavelength. In communication theory terminology, all

the Rockettes are on a shared channel. As such, if any two (or more) Rockettes transmit
at the same time, their signals will interfere. Thus, a system of mutually exclusivity must
be devised where-in each unit has an allocated window during which to send its data. This

is called time-division multiplexing (TDM) and has been used in telephone switching for
decades. The unidirectional network topology, along with the physical isolation of the subs,
makes TDM somewhat more difficult. As such, for the purposes of discussion, this TDM
strategy will be termed self-polling, in reference to the isolated condition of the Rockettes.
Radio based TM systems for large numbers of sub-payloads use similar methodologies, but
these are hampered by the time required to initialize and terminate each channel or groups
of channels, thus presenting significant overhead.
In this self-polling configuration, as in any TDM design, each Rockette will be alloted a
certain period of time, a window in which to send its accumulated data to the main. The
duration of this window is influenced almost solely by the number of Rockettes on station.
Obviously this creates an inverse relation so that with more units there is less time for each
to transmit. This relation is independent of the length of the time scales involved.
In general it is assumed that short duration transmissions are executed by the Rockettes. With no feedback as to the efficacy of any one transmission, limiting the chance of
errors in subsequent transmissions becomes critical. As an example, if a particular burst
of data is interrupted or otherwise degraded and this error is not present in subsequent

transmissions, having a design wherein these bursts are mutually exclusive in susceptibility
to error becomes advantageous. Therefore, short duration bursts on the order of a second
or less increases overall link fitness compared to multi-second bursts. A limitation is met
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when attempting to decrease the transmission duration too much because LED's require a
non-trivial amount of time to turn on and off. In telecommunication TDM, the data are

interwoven much more tightly than is the case here. In the Rockette FSO, however, a full
frame or several frames would be the smallest conveyed burst.

For illustration purposes, assume that ten Rockettes are called for on a particular mission. Keeping with the principle that shorter duration pulses are better than longer ones,
all units must relay their data to the main payload every second. Dividing this period by
the number of sub-payloads results in each Rockette being alloted one tenth of a second
to send its accumulated data from the previous nine tenths of a second during which every other unit transmitted. It quickly becomes clear that a reference clock common to all
sub-payloads is needed.

The Global Positioning System (GPS) uses a constellation of satellites, each with an internal atomic clock, to broadcast receiver-required information such as timing and ephemeris

data. These clocks are synchronized so that individual GPS receivers are capable of putting
out a highly accurate one pulse per second (1-PPS) signal, if equipped with the appropriate electronics. Receivers designed specifically for synchronous timing applications are also
available. Some units are also able to put out multiple pulses per second. Vyskocil and

Sebesta provide useful information (Vyskocil h Sebesta 2009) regarding the accuracy of this
capability in a timing receiver. Their work shows that it is possible for a single inexpensive
unit to have a variance of less than fifty nanoseconds for 1-PPS over a representative one

hour time period. They obtained similar results for the 100-PPS output of the receiver.
This was worse than the manufacturer's specifications for timing accuracy. Despite this,
such a receiver is still capable of directing the Rockette self-polling TDM.

The other option is to use an onboard clock in the form of an oscillator, with a crystalcontrolled oscillator being a reliable and accurate example. Also, microprocessors usually
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already carry clocks with less accurate resistor-capacitor oscillators. These oscillators are
prone to error due to temperature variations, however, and it would be necessary to mitigate
this. In practice, it would be a combination of a GPS receiver and crystal-controlled oscillator that would prove the most accurate. Using the GPS 1-PPS signal as a benchmark to

gauge the performance of the onboard oscillator should prevent gross inaccuracies. Also, a
precise oscillator would be needed anyway for proper clocking of the microprocessor, which
then determines how well a Rockette meets its designated window for sending data. One
more level of redundancy could be included by sending a common synchronization pulse by

way of wires to all Rockettes just before ejection. This would help ensure that the subs
were well coordinated.

In order to increase robustness against timing errors, the possibility for the overlap of
individual transmissions must be minimized. No transmission time would be shared under

ideal cases but, given the autonomous nature of the Rockettes, a simple line of action is
required. This is accomplished by allowing a short amount of time between each Rockette

transmission wherein no signals are sent. If any one unit should not be perfectly precise
with regard to temporal spacing then no overlap will occur when it transmits earlier or later
than desired. Testing a given complement of Rockettes would be the best way to determine
the amount of dead time required between each data stream. Initial considerations for cal-

culating dead time include the variance of the GPS 1-PPS signal, as well as the propagation
delay of the light from Rockettes at different distances. Light travels 1 m in approximately

3.3 ns, and 1 km in 3.3 /xs. With one Rockette at 100 m and another at 1.1 km, this delay
becomes non-trivial and presents a minimum for dead time.
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3.3

Signal Modulation

Whether a radio or optical signal is used to transmit data, it must be modulated in order to
serve as a carrier. There are several types of signal modulation available, some of which are
ubiquitous. Examples of prevalent signal modulation techniques are amplitude modulation
and frequency modulation, otherwise known as AM and FM, respectively. AM refers to
the varying of signal amplitude to distinguish pieces of information while FM refers to the
varying of signal frequency. Both are typically analog in nature.

Use of a semiconducting device such as an LED or laser diode is typically a binary affair
with regard to its light output. While the brightness of these devices may be increased or
decreased somewhat, there is a decidedly on and off nature to them. This is a result of
the diode's readily allowed current when operated above the forward bias voltage. Also,
the efficiency of a 'blue' LED is decreased dramatically when too much current is pushed
through it in an effect known as droop. Because of this on/off property of LED's, amplitude
modulation is a poor competitor as an option for the conveyance of information with a
semiconductor light source, so a digital modulation scheme should instead be employed.
Finally, Figure 3-2 shows that PMT's cannot be used to accurately compare light pulses
of different magnitudes from different distances. This figure depicts the discrepancy in
the PMT output of pulse pairs of different amplitudes, compared with their source pulse

amplitudes for different distances. This shows the ineffectiveness of amplitude modulation
in this setting.

Several factors are key to signal reception at the PMT: pulse frequency/period, duty
cycle, and current, with send and receive angles also playing a key part. Because a constant
data rate eliminates a failure point, pulse frequency should not be changed. The duty cycle
and current thus become the variables that are altered to compensate for the increase in
distance between the main and the Rockettes. Therefore, these variables must also remain
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Figure 3-2: Diagram of example technique for pulse (AC) mode linearity measurement.
Reprinted from (Hamamatsu Photonics K. K. 2006) with kind permission.
independent from the signal modulation.
The forward edge of an incoming light pulse is the most distinguishable feature of the
PMT output. This is in contrast to both the peak signal level and the trailing edge of
the output, which are each less pronounced, especially during high pulse rates. Also, pulse
detection is a relatively simple prospect when this signal is interpreted into the digital

domain (see Section 3.5). Because of these criteria, a system that relies on pulse detection
presents the best choice for the Rockette FSO. Other encoding systems that require the
output signal to maintain the same shape as the input signal, such as phase shift keying
or line codes like Manchester modulation, among others, do not translate well across the
LED-PMT bridge and are thus not viable options.
Considering the constraints, the two best options are M-ary Pulse Position Modulation

(PPM) (Marshall 1982), and On/Off Keying (OOK). A typical PPM data stream begins
with a continuous sequence of equal time intervals. Each interval is divided into M time
slots within which a pulse is transmitted. This allows for log^M bits to be represented by
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each pulse. For example, a 256-ary PPM scheme will transmit one pulse per set interval
and this pulse will be sent within one of the 256 time slots which will in turn yield a unique
8 bits of data.

The less precise the timing of the set intervals is, the smaller M must be to effectively
distinguish between the M slots. Each pulse's rise time also affects PPM because even
minute differences in duration of the off-to-on transition will be interpreted as triggering
variations. Because of this, each of the M time slots should be longer than the rise time of

the PMT output signal. 2-ary PPM, also known as binary PPM (BPPM), is the simplest
PPM scheme since the pulse has only two possible locations within the interval .
A final consideration of PPM in FSO is its susceptibility to multipath interference. This
is because a reflected pulse of light and the actual pulse of light may be indistinguishable.
This is not considered a potential issue in the case of the Rockette FSO.

On/Off Keying (OOK) is a simpler modulation technique that relies on a single underlying pulse frequency to operate. Basically the omission of expected pulses in the carrier

pulse train indicates a logical value opposite that given to the pulses themselves. Dropped
bits are interpreted as opposite those intended, however. Pulse run-on can be a problem in

OOK, as can long periods without pulses. High M value PPM also has greater data density
than OOK since multiple bits per pulse are transmitted.

Frequency Shift Keying (FSK) is a possible third option. If a pulse is lost in PPM or
OOK, the information encoded in that single pulse is lost. FSK uses two pulse frequencies

to indicate the two logical values, which decreases bandwidth compared to PPM or OOK,
but also has the potential to mitigate errors resulting from dropped pulses.

In general, the best modulation technique is one that uses each pulse to convey as much
information as possible, while retaining a desirable level of resistance to errors. Including a

degree of error prevention, such as repeat transmissions of data, would decrease overall data
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rates but may ensure full information conveyance. The type of error prevention used should
be determined by testing the final system to determine modes of failure and countering them
appropriately. Even if magnetometer data are lost, digital signal processing techniques, such
as interpolation, may be able to partially recover the information.

3.4

Data Rate

The magnetometer on each Rockette is expected to require the majority of the FSO bandwidth compared to GPS position information and housekeeping information (Lessard 2010&).
The magnetometer output must be sampled at a high enough rate to avoid aliasing, but
not so high that potentially unrealistic data rates of megabits or gigabits per second are

required. The magnetic field variations of interest occur at frequencies between O Hz and 5
Hz. If a Rockette and its magnetometer are spinning, they must do so at a rate of at least
double the 5 Hz maximum, according to (Nyquist) sampling theory. With the sub spinning
at 10 Hz, the magnetometer output must be sampled at a minimum of 20 Hz, following
Nyquist again. The earth's magnetic field ranges from 0 nT to 50000 nT and a sampling

resolution of less than 1 nT is desired, requiring 16 bits for each sample (216 = 65536).
Also, each magnetometer consists of three axes. With the above numbers, each Rockette
will require a data rate of at least:

(20 Hz sampling rate)(16 bits per sample){3 axes) = 960 ops.

(3-1)

This means each Rockette will accumulate 960 bits of magnetometer data per second.

The addition of position and housekeeping information would perhaps add 100 bps per
Rockette. Assuming 10 Rockettes are ejected, the combined data accumulation rate for all
subs would be:
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(1060 bps) (10 Rockettes) = 10600 bps.

(3.2)

Following the TDM strategy in Section 3.2, each of these Rockettes would accumulate
data for one second, for example, then transmit it within approximately 100 ms. Even

though each sub is logging data at 1060 bps, it must still transmit at 10600 bps to fit within
its alloted window.

This data rate of 10.6 kbps should be regarded as a minimum. More Rockettes, or

greater resolution (20 bits per sample), could be desired. It may also be found that higher
sampling rates are required beyond the Nyquist limits, further increasing the data rate.
The maximum data rate is ultimately bounded by the 74 MHz maximum receivable pulse

rate given in Section 2.2.3. This is much more than the kilobits per second required and
should be more than adequate.

3.5

Receiving Hardware Configuration

As discussed in Section 2.2.4, more than one PMT will be required for receiving the incoming

light from every Rockette's transmitter. This is due to the angular response of the PMT's
themselves, as well as the rotation of the sounding rocket. Figure 3-3 shows a sounding

rocket equipped with four PMT's facing radially outward. If the main spins quickly enough,
more than one PMT will receive an individual Rockette's transmission as the light passes
from one PMT to the next. Even neglecting the rotation of the main, it would still be

possible for two PMT's to receive a single Rockette's transmission in the four (or more)
PMT setup.

The potential for more than one PMT to receive a single transmission necessitates that
their outputs be OR'ed together. A voting scheme could also be developed to compare the
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Figure 3-3: Circular Rockette distribution pattern showing the sounding rocket's several
PMT's facing radially outward.
received transmissions of the PMT's which would help to filter out erroneous pulses. This

study did not evaluate specific hardware options for the electronic back-end to the PMT's,
but two potential options for analog to digital (A/D) conversion of the output signal are as
follows. The first option would be to use one-shot devices to latch the leading pulse edges

of the output signal. The second would be to sample the entirety of each PMT output
signal into the digital domain for direct transmission to the ground. The first would most
likely require more processing in-flight while the second would almost certainly require more
main-to-ground bandwidth.
If the 9755NA's on hand are used in the final design, the number of units used per

mission will determine the number of campaigns possible. Another receiver configuration
altogether would require the use of only one PMT, located in the center of the main and
facing upwards. A system of mirrors or perhaps prisms could then be used to collect the
transmitted light and direct it to the single PMT. This idea was not investigated further
for this study, but it could help to limit the complexity of the receiver hardware.
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3.6

Compensation Strategy for Increasing Distance

PMT's must be operated within an envelope of input flux levels. This range is bounded
by dark current and general noise at the low end, and saturation at the high end. Dark
current is the electron now in the dynode chain when no light is present. The noise floor is
also composed of current due to the background flux entering the PMT during operation.

Saturation occurs when the input flux becomes high enough to overwhelm the photocathode
and/or the dynode chain with too many photoelectrons. A balance must ultimately be
struck between the noise floor and saturation with the aim of not saturating the PMT at

close range while ensuring sufficient received flux when the Rockettes are more distant.
Recovery time of the PMT from saturation is also important.

According to the inverse square law, radially emanating flux of any kind is constant no
matter the distance from the source. This implies that the density decreases by a factor of

1/r2. This decrease in flux density is due to the increasing area of the spherical propagation
of which they are a part. In the case of the OUE8A425G LED, which can be assumed to
put out approximately 10 mW of optical power as a median value of its 8.8 mW to 11.5
mW power bin, the 9755NA would receive under ideal conditions a small portion of this as
shown in Figure 3-4 (Note that all optical power values are given for boresight).
There are several ways to partially counter this loss of signal. The three variables of the
LED controllable by electrical input are drive current, signal frequency/period, and duty
cycle. As discussed in Section 3.3, drive current and duty cycle are the two most suitable for
modulation, as frequency is the basis of data transfer, depending on modulation technique.
Increasing the drive current increases the optical power output as the two are related by
the following equation:

®o = Vex-.
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(3.3)
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Figure 3-4: Theoretical plot of optical power from LED at PMT face for separation distances
from 100 m to 1 km.

F0 is the output photon flux, ?e? is the external efficiency, i is the current, and e is the
magnitude of the electronic charge. Increasing the current too much results in a phenomenon
called 'droop', which saps efficiency. This is a trait of GaN LED's, which the OUE8A's are
assumed to be given their violet output.
The most reliable method of compensating for increased separation distance requires the
use of multiple light sources. Multiple light sources may be required to obtain the necessary
optical power from the transmitter in the final design anyway. With this scheme, instead
of modifying the pulse current and duty cycle, a simple staged increase in the number of
functioning sources could be implemented. Each light source would be driven by its own
amplifier from a common signal. One source would be used initially with additional ones
activated as the sub-payload moved away from the main. For example, one source would

begin broadcasting immediately after ejection, and as the sub moved away from the main,
it would quadruple the number of broadcasting sources for every doubling of distance until
all sources were firing.
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The compensation of distance requires that the approximate distance from the sub to
the main be known. Either GPS, or preprogrammed estimation of velocity using rocket
motor properties could be used. GPS would likely be the more complex of these two since
interpretation of location information to find separation distance would be needed.
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Chapter 4

Results
The preceding chapters have qualitatively reviewed important considerations for adapting
FSO for use in sounding rocket sub-payloads. Technical details that are unique to operating

such a system in the near space environment in the vicinity of aurora were also discussed.
To corroborate this theoretical perspective, a series of conceptual tests were carried out,
the results of which are presented here.

4.1

Test Equipment

The following is an itemized list of the hardware used for testing, including descriptions,
which taken together formed the demonstrator for this study. A block diagram of the connections of the listed items can be found in Figure 4-1. Equipment operating considerations
and aberrations follow.

• Tektronix AFG 302 IB Function Generator

• OPTEK OUE8A425G Violet LED

• 47 O (49.3 O measured) 1 W Current Limiting Resistor, 5% ToL, 25 ppm/K Temp.
Coeff.

• ORTEC 456 0 - 3 kV High Voltage Supply @ 1.3 kV
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THORN EMI Electron Tubes 9755NA Photomultiplier Tube

TENMA 72-6610 DC Voltage Supply (for preamplifier) @ 24 V
• HP 5554A Preamplifier connected to PMT dynode output
Tektronix THS720A Oscilloscope
50 O Impedance Coax Cables with BNC Terminations

Supply
Function
Generator

LED/
Resistor

%dP %AU>jH# ftJF

Preamplifier

Oscilloscope;

Figure 4-1: Equipment connection block diagram.

AU tests carried out were done with the goal of proving the feasibility of the Rockette
FSO demonstrator with the hardware listed. Two types of tests were conducted with the
demonstrator. First, tests of the PMT and LED inside the dark chamber were done to
better understand the characteristics of the pair. Second, outdoor tests were conducted at
several measured distances to demonstrate the operation of the system in a more realistic

setting. Additional tests on the LED alone was conducted to gauge its performance and
provide power consumption values at different combinations of voltage/current, frequency,
and duty cycle input.
4.1.1

Function Generator

The Tektronix AFG 3021B function generator voltage output indicated did not match the
actual output voltage across the resistor/LED combination. This was despite using a variety
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of connecting cables and methods. The LED and resistor were connected directly to the
function generator in series for all tests. The most likely reason for the discrepancy in
indicated output versus actual output lies with the LED itself. This is because the LED is
a semiconductor. Once its threshold voltage was reached, the LED began to shunt more

current through it as the function generator power output increased. The function generator
then likely reached a maximum output current level and could not drive the LED further.
This is shown experimentally in Section 4.2.
4.1.2

PMT Considerations

A custom machined dark chamber was used as an operating enclosure for the PMT and

LED to provide relatively ideal, or benchmark, conditions. The chamber measured 10 inches
in height and 6 inches in diameter and could be separated into two halves at the middle,
with the PMT mounted in the bottom section facing up and the LED in the top section

facing down. The separation distance from the LED lens to the PMT face was measured
at 10 cm. The PMT was built up with a COMPTEL Dl bleeder string shown in Figure

2-5 with flight grade components, while the LED was connected through a BNC jack and
external resistor. The enclosure was coupled together for the 10 cm tests and separated by
the appropriate distance for the long distance tests.

PMT's must be operated (and preferably stored) in dark environments because bright
light can be damaging to their photocathodes. Also, once exposed to bright light, a photocathode becomes excited and will remain at an elevated level of energy once taken out of
the light, thus increasing dark current. To reduce dark currents to more acceptable levels
for testing, the PMT was left in complete darkness for at least thirty minutes prior to each
test run.

Also, it is generally recommended that photomultiplier tubes be allowed to experience
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a period of warm-up before use (Hamamatsu Photonics K.K. 2006). This practice aids in
the prevention of drift and other deviations in measurement. Therefore, in each test the
PMT was allowed thirty minutes between the initial activation of the high voltage supply
and actual use. This was primarily done to help normalize results.

The dark chamber required the use of cables approximately 1 m in length for the high
voltage input and signal outputs. These cables were brought into the chamber through a
rubber sleeve of similar length to ensure that no light enters the unit and that it can be
dismantled easily. Hamamatsu recommends against the use of long signal cables before
amplification, as this increases the potential for output signal noise (Hamamatsu Photonics
K.K. 2006). Shorter connections are recommended when further tests are conducted.
4.1.3

Preamplifier

The HP 5554A was used as the transimpedance amplifier for the PMT. Transimpedance

amplifiers are unique in that they 'translate' small currents into more easily measured
voltages. Product documentation for the 5554A recommended the input signal to the unit
have a 50 O impedance. The 9755NA bleeder string is equipped with two signal outputs, one
from the anode and one from the final dynode. Because the final dynode has a 50 O output

impedance, this was used instead of the anode output for connection to the 5554A. The
only disadvantage to this setup was the resulting inverted signal output. Most importantly,
it was the amplifier's output of the PMT signal and not the PMT signal itself that was

viewed with the oscilloscope in these tests. Any aberrations in the amplifier output could
therefore be the fault of the amplifier itself and not the PMT or the tests themselves.

An example of this was the 5554A's output of a persistent, undesirable 49 kHz sinusoid,
in addition to the desired output signal, as seen in Figure 4-2. Equipment was exchanged
one item at a time to find the preamp as the source. Adjusting the preamp's physical
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location and orientation with respect to the other equipment helped to reduce this signal

to below 50 mVp_p for testing. This suggests signal coupling as a potential source of the
sinusoid.
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Figure 4-2: Example of anomalous 49 kHz amplifier output.
Also, there are two amplification setting adjustments for the 5554A. According to the
unit's manual, the 2x setting on the second amplification adjuster yields the highest dynamic
range of the several possible settings, so this was used throughout the testing. The first
adjustor, the pulse type, was set to provide maximum amplification, 100Ox, with a sharp
leading edge and an exponentially decaying tail pulse with a 100 /xs time constant. The
bandwidth of the preamp could not be found in the data sheet.

4.1.4

Function Generator and Oscilloscope Frequency Difference

Under most conditions the oscilloscope was able to accurately determine the frequency of
the pulses from the LED using the incoming signal as a trigger. When the oscilloscope's
displayed frequency value was constant, there was a small discrepancy between the stated
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drive current of 100 mA.

Figure 4-3: OUE8A LED characteristics from data sheet.

frequency of the function generator and that measured. For example, a 100 kHz function
generator output frequency was interpreted as a 100.001 kHz input frequency by the oscilloscope. This occurred under all conditions and distances when a lock was established,
including in the dark chamber. Because of this, it was assumed that such a small difference
could be attributed to calibration differences and was therefore disregarded. If a frequency
lock could not be established, however, or if the measured value's difference from that stated

was greater than the delta in the example, is was attributed to other factors such as missed
pulses or noise.

4.2

LED Characteristics

The OPTEK OUE8A425G Violet LED used for all tests was described in Section 2.3.3.

Three data sheet plots are given in Figure 4-3, and three measured plots and one calculated
plot are given in 4-5.

In comparing Figure 4.3(a) to Figure 4.5(c) the optical power output for a given function
generator input can be found. This is possible because the LED drive current never went
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Figure 4-4: Allowable forward current vs. duty cycle for the OUE8A LED (from data
sheet) .
above 71.4 mA, which is between the 0 mA and 100 mA where the optical output power
is nearly linear with the drive current. Also, it is assumed the LED was at the bottom of

its power bin, yielding 8.8 mW at 100 mA. Figure 4.5(d) is the result. This plot can only
be assumed valid for an LED operating voltage near that recommended in the data sheet,

which gives a range of 3.0 V to 3.7 V. According to Figure 4.5(b), the LED did not reach
this bias until the function generator indicated a voltage above 2.0 V.

The values in Figure 4-5 are for constant, not pulsed, supply voltage and current. As
the function generator was unable to drive the LED with more current, improvements could
be made by using a current amplifier, and by lowering the pulse duty cycle as shown in
Figure 4-4. The LED's efficiency, calculated from the input electrical power and output

optical power and shown in Figure 4.6(a), drops as drive current increases. This effect of
diminishing returns limits the benefits of pushing the drive current to ever higher levels.
The mean output photon flux of the LED depicted in Figure 4.6(b), along with the
output optical power, provide context for the following test results. Greater output photon
flux values, such as those from a laser, can be expected to increase the transmission range
according to the inverse square law, discussed in Section 3.6, by raising the incident signal
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Figure 4-5: Measured 0UE8A LED characteristics vs. function generator input.
photon flux at the PMT above that of the noise. Including more LED's or lasers could also

increase transmission range in a similar manner. It is not definitively known, however, if
doubling the number of sources would double the incident photon flux, as actual flux was
not measured during these tests, but rather inferred based on data sheet information.

4.3

Demonstration of Modulation

In FSO On/Off Keying (OOK), discussed in Section,3.3, two criteria must be met in order to
ensure proper operation. First, long chains of identical logical values can develop as a series
of either l's or O's. If the l's are coded as pulses and O's as dead time, for example, a long
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Figure 4-6: Measured OUE8A LED efficiency and calculated mean photon flux.
series of 1's would have the potential to 'pile up' and become indistinguishable. Conversely,
a long chain of 0's could cause the receiver to loose synchronization with the transmitter
because synchronization may not be perfect as a result of propagation delays. Thus, testing
for each problem becomes important. To replicate the sustained pulse chain, the function

generator's burst mode was used to produce a series of pulses in rapid succession, followed
by a dead period. While these tests were carried out in the dark chamber, different results
may occur at greater distances.
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Figure 4-7: Pulse chains of 100 kHz frequency and 10% duty cycle.
Figure 4-7 shows the results of this test using a pulse frequency of 100 kHz and 10%

duty cycle. Figure 4.7(b) is particularly noteworthy as the PMT was able to return to a rest
state despite the large number of pulses. This indicates that a constant stream of pulses is
possible with these settings.
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Figure 4-8: Chains of 4 pulses at 10% duty cycle.
Higher frequencies of 500 kHz and 1 MHz achieved similar results', shown in Figure 4-8.
The oscilloscope's frequency indicator in the lower right of each figure indicates the number
of received pulses per second for each. The constant value of this indicator implies that
there were few, if any, dropped pulses.
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Figure 4-9: Chains of 6 pulses at 50% duty cycle.

Difficulty for 0OK arises when pulse trains are transmitted with higher duty cycles, as
shown in Figure 4-9. Figure 4.9(a) depicts a signal with individual pulses that are almost
too close together to be distinguishable. Figure 4.9(b) shows that at 1 MHz and 50%
duty cycle, the sixth pulse becomes elongated in comparison with the first five, potentially
complicating its decoding, as it seems to include the dead interval between pulse bursts.
The cause of the droop seen in each pulse series could not be identified, but could be a
result of an exponential time constant.
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Figure 4-10: Continuous 500 kHz pulse frequency with 10% duty cycle at 90 m distant.
Without a dedicated M-ary PPM modulator and demodulator, it is difficult to determine
the accuracy of this modulation technique over an FSO link. As discussed in Section 4.1.4
and shown in the preceding figures of this section, the number of pulses per second can
be very accurately received. While this implies that the average pulse-to-pulse duration is

relatively constant, it does not definitively demonstrate PPM capability since pulse-to-pulse
duration can vary over much shorter time periods. , This variation in pulse position can be

seen in Figure 4-10 which depicts a continuous 500 kHz signal similar to the burst mode

500 kHz signal in Figure 4.8(a). Because the continuous signal was measured at a distance
of 90 m (performed in an open field), atmospheric effects begin to play a larger role than in
the dark chamber, including attenuation, or changes in refractive index of the air column
traversed by the light. The exact cause of this variation could also be as simple as differing
pulse amplitudes, but is not known definitively.

4.4

Distance Test

In order to test the system's reaction to increasing distance, an outdoor location with a long
line of sight that allowed easy movement between test locations had to be found. Using
a distance calculator website with a Google Maps front end, a suitable straight length of
road was found in Alexandria, NH, along NH Route 104 near the Danbury, NH town line.
A satellite view of this section of road is shown in Figure 4-11. The test was conducted
on July 23, 2010 between 0250 and 0420 local time. The moon had set less than an hour
before the beginning of the test, with the sky just beginning to brighten from the sun as
the test concluded.
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Figure 4-11: Satellite imagery of the section of NH Route 104 used for distance testing.
Preparation of the site began with marking out a receiver location, located at the northeast map marker in Figure 4-11. Marks were then placed along the roadside every 100 m,
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extending to 900 m at the southwest map marker. Once dark, with the Milky Way partially
visible and no ground based light in the PMT field of view, the receiver hardware was put
in location. Power for the equipment was provided by a 750 W inverter. The transmitter

was powered by a 350 W inverter and placed in the back of an hatchback vehicle with an
operator for the function generator. The vehicle was driven to each 100 m mark where
measurements were made and screen captures of the oscilloscope output taken. Two test

runs were conducted with the second one (beginning at 0330) yielding better results, which
are shown here.
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100 m.

300 m.

400 m.

mV,

distance: 50

500 m.

mV,

distance:
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Figure 4-12: PMT output from LED, 10% duty cycle.
Several issues arose from using automobiles. First, the transmitting vehicle was equipped
with day time running lights that illuminated the ground in front of the vehicle, creating a
source of background optical noise for the PMT. Also, the power inverter for the receiving
equipment created difficulty for the oscilloscope. The scope was unable to obtain a lock on
the LED pulse frequency because of this, despite it doing so while connected to grid power
for the 90 m test in Figure 4-10. The inverter powered function generator may also have
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contributed to this by not being precisely timed either. EMI could also have been a factor
on both sides.

All tests were conducted with a 10 kHz pulse frequency and a 5 V indicated function
generator output for each pulse. Occasionally the frequency was increased to 20 kHz, which
merely doubled the number of pulses per unit time, with no ill effects on the detection of
the pulses. The distance comparison figures do not use the same vertical scale for all panels
so that each pulse shape could fit within the given space. The horizontal scales are all 50
ßs. Also, as the dynode signal is inverted and was not righted for the captures, each pulse
is effectively upside down.
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200 m.

300 m.

400 m.

500 m.

900 m.

Figure 4-13: PMT output from LED, 50% duty cycle.
Figure 4-12 is a compilation of oscilloscope output screen captures for a range of dis-,
tances. These were measured without the use of a filter or baffle. 400 m is the extent to

which the signal could be detected above the noise floor. At both 500 m and 900 m the

light from the LED was not discernible in the oscilloscope output, but it was still visible
to the human eye, suggesting high atmospheric attenuation and/or noise (signal or background optical). At 900 m a rough sinusoid can be seen in the preamp output signal that

is most likely the same sinusoid seen in Figure 4=2. Other unknown factors could have also
contributed.
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500 mV, distance: 500 mV, distance: 200 mV, distance: 100 mV, distance: 100 mV, distance:
100 m.

200 m.

300 m.

400 m.

500 m.

Figure 4-14: PMT output from LED, 10% duty cycle, with colored glass filter.
The effects of raising the duty cycle of the LED output to 50% can be seen in Figure 413. Unfortunately, this did not improve signal reception enough to allow transmission from
500 m. The noise floor is similar for these figures with the only significant difference being
the delay of the after-pulse. The initial pulse and after-pulse in these distance figures could
be the result of AC coupling in the output of the PMT bleeder string, the preamplifier, the

oscilloscope, or even the patch cables. Unfortunately, whether the oscilloscope was AC of
DC coupled during the test was not explicitly recorded, but it was most likely DC coupled.
This double-pulse was not seen in previous tests.
Results from the use of the colored glass filter can be seen in Figure 4-14. At 100 m
the LED pulse shape was partially seen, while without the filter at this distance it was not.
With the filter, transmitted pulses at 500 m were detected, despite significant noise in the

signal, effectively increasing transmission distance by 25% compared to the results without
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Figure 4-15: PMT output from LED, 50% duty cycle, with colored glass filter.
the filter. The signal was not detected beyond 500 m in this configuration but there could
be a larger difference in the space environment.

The LED pulses at 400 m, both with the filter and without (Figure 4.12(c)), are recognizable but are much less distinct when viewed through the filter. This could possibly be
a result of condensation that formed on the glass filter during the tests despite efforts to
keep it clean.

Also interesting is the noise present in the 400 m and 500 m results, both of which are
on a 100 mV scale, as are the 400 m and 900 m results from Figure 4-12. The magnitude
of the noise is greater in the 500 m filtered signal than in the 400 m filtered signal, while
the noise is less in the 900 m unfiltered signal than in the 400 m unfiltered signal. This was
unexpected given the reduction of light transmission with the optical filter.
Figure 4-15 depicts the use of 50% duty cycle LED pulse widths along with the colored
glass filter. In comparison to 4-14 the results are worse in that the pulses are not as
detectable, especially at 500 m. This may have been due to the relatively low 10 kHz
frequency but it does put into question the use of high duty cycle pulses in general, especially
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(a) Vertical scale: (b) Vertical scale: (c) Vertical scale: (d) Vertical scale: (e) Vertical scale:
200 mV, distance: 100 mV, distance: 100 mV, distance: 100 mV, distance: 100 mV, distance:
500 m.

600 m.

700 m.

800 m.

900 m.

Figure 4-16: PMT output from LED, 10% duty cycle, with baffle.
considering the additional pulse noise at 200 m compared to Figure 4.14(b), both of which
are displayed in the same scale. An exponential decay also becomes prevalent at 50% duty
cycle, again potentially a result of AC coupling.
The results in the previous distance comparison figures have left the sources of noise
in the PMT signal open as to their type, whether atmospheric attenuation, signal noise,
or background optical noise. To better understand the role of background light from stars
and human-made sources in these tests, a baffle was used to limit its effect. The baffle used
was a 4 inch diameter schedule 20 PVC pipe with a semi-gloss black interior, 43 inches
in length. Such a baffle was used only to qualitatively determine relative contributions of
different noise types and would not be used onboard a sounding rocket.
With the baffle placed in front of the PMT the viewing angle was reduced to approxi-

mately 5.5° from the original angle discussed in Section 2.2.4. The baffle results in Figure
4-16 indicate that background light did hamper the PMT as without it there was no signal
recovery at 900 m but with it there was a distinct pulse display.
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Figure 4-17: PMT output from LED, 50% duty cycle, with baffle.
Increasing the LED pulse duty cycle to 50%' and using the baffle as well (Figure 4-17)
yielded a PMT signal that was larger than that for the 10% duty cycle. While the pulse
signal was greater in magnitude, the leading edge of this signal was no less distinct which
further demonstrates that increasing duty cycle has mixed results at best.

In comparing Figures 4.14(e) and 4.16(a), it is clear that the signal strength was increased more by the baffle than the filter at the same 500 m distance. This could be a
result of starlight or simply scattered light from terrestrial sources within the filter passband acting as noise. Figure 4-18, however, shows that combining the two decreased signal
strength. This helps to substantiate the theory that the filter used did not operate as
expected because of condensation and perhaps another less obvious factor. For example,
dawn was approaching when the final tests were conducted and the additional light could
have contributed to the background optical noise.

Figure 4-19 depicts the plots of the signal and noise values for each separation distance of
the road test. Once the signal level drops below the noise level on the graph, the oscilloscope
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Figure 4-18: PMT output from LED at 10% duty cycle, with colored glass filter, with baffle,
vertical scale: 200 mV, distance: 500 m.
screen captures display noise.

4.5

Conclusions

Qualitiative analysis and research has shown that FSO has no critical problems that would
prevent it from becoming a reasonable telemetry system for sounding rocket sub-payloads.
Many considerations were evaluated, including receiver and transmitter hardware options,
as well as system level design points.
Testing of optoelectronic devices and bench-top equipment has also yielded promising
results. Light pulses at 10 kHz from an LED were able to be detected using a repurposed
in-house PMT at distances of 400 m during in-atmosphere tests. Distances of 500 m were
achieved with a colored glass optical filter and 900 m with a baffle. These tests mimicked actual usage conditions as closely as possible. Many steps to potentially improve on
these results were outlined too. These include the use of laser diodes and the increase of

transmitted optical power.
It is important to note that much more optical power, at least 5 to 10 times more, can
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be brought to bear on the PMT through the use of indicated components. Even with this
addition, the dollar cost of the system could remain in the hundreds of dollars with the
most expensive foreseeable component needed being an optical filter. Finally, the PMT
used shows merit as a receiver unit for FSO in this application, but steps must be taken to
improve the electronic interface.
During testing it was found that saturation of the PMT by the LED was not a problem,
but this may change when using the final transmitting hardware. If possible, it would be
best not to compensate for the increasing distance at all. Simply letting the transmitter

operate at its peak output would reduce the complexity and eliminate this potential failure
point. However, keeping the accumulation of heat to a minimum at first may still warrant
the use of this strategy.

4.6

Recommendations for Further Study

These points are based on the assumption that the 9755NA PMT's are used in the final
FSO design.
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• Test the use of multiple laser diodes and LED's as a transmission source.
• Compensate for increasing separation distance by driving more sources at once.
• Evaluate in-depth the potential electronic back ends to the optoelectronic devices.
• Determine quantitative effects of atmospheric attenuation through use of dark room.
• Perform vacuum tests to find heat dissipation needs.
• Choose a more ideal optical filter according to transmission source choice.

If the final design does not provide adequate transmission distances for magnetospheric
research, there are other instruments that may be able to use it to operate over smaller

spatial scales. One example is the Electron Retarding Potential Analyzer, or ERPA, which
is carrier on sounding rocket missions already (MacDonald et al. 2005). ERPA measures
electron temperatures in the ionosphere and is small enough to fit within the Rockette bus.
While understanding the spatial gradients of the magnetosphere is important to scientists,
studying gradients of electron temperatures in a similar manner could yield interesting findings. Such gradients could be studied over distances of one or two kilometers which seems
attainable given the above tests. While the aim of this work is to bring scientists a better

method of obtaining data, there could be other applications of it, from commercial to defense
(Majumdar h Ricklin 2007). There are more avenues of research to be performed as well
that are detailed throughout the earlier text. These include searching for modes of failure
in the system so that error correction methods can be established and calculating/testing
for the maximum range of the final hardware configuration.
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Appendix A

Spectral Information
The first seven figures (A-I through A-7) are from Jones's Aurora, 1974, Pg. 81-84, Chapter 4: Optical Emissions from Aurora, Figures 4.1-7. Reprinted with kind permission of
Springer Science and Business Media.

Note that the horizontal axis of all figures is given in angstroms (A) while nanometers
(nm) are used almost exclusively in the rest of this document. One nanometer is equal to

ten angstroms (1 nm = 10 Â).
Figures A-8 and A-9 are reprinted from Hamamatsu's PMT handbook (Hamamatsu
Photonics K.K. 2006) with kind permission.
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Figure A-I: Relative intensity of auroral emission spectra between 110 nm and 340 nm.
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Figure A-2: Relative intensity of auroral emission spectra between 310 nm and 395 nm with
0.3 nm resolution.
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Figure ?-3: Relative intensity of auroral emission spectra between 385 nm and 470 nm.
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Figure A-4: Relative intensity of auroral emission spectra between 450 nm and 620 nm with
1 nm resolution.
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Figure A-5: Relative intensity of auroral emission spectra between 580 nm and 740 nm.
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Figure A-8: PMT photocathode radiant sensitivity and quantum efficiency versus wavelength. The 9755NA is a transmission-type bialkali photocathode with a borosilicate window, denoted as 400K.
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Figure A-9: PMT photocathode spectral response characteristics. The 9755NA is a
transmission-type bialkali photocathode with a borosilicate window, denoted as 400K.
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Appendix B

9755NA Data
9755NA PMT information. The poor quality was present in the received scans.
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Appendix C

Matlab Code
Cl

PMT Detector Area and Distance Calculations

% Jim Gealy
% 2010/07/23
°/, Rockette FSO
°/t Calculations
% cales. m

clc; clear all; close all;

Rpmt = 0.024892;

°/, in meters

Apmt = pi*Rpmt.~2;

power = 0.010;

°h light power in watts

d = 100:100:1000;
h = tan (0. 157079632679490) *d
figure;

piotici, h, '?')

A = pi*h.~2;
flux = power*Apmt ./A;
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figure;

plot(d, flux, '?')
xlabeK 'Separation distance (m)');

ylabeK 'Optical power on PMT window (W/m~2)');

C. 2

LED Electrical Characteristics Calculations

% Jim Gealy
% 2010/07/28
7, Rockette FSO

7. Ied425.m
7. 425 nm led test
clc; clear all; close all;

7. 2010/07/24 collected

7. Fune. gen. 100kHz, 0ns delay, OV low, 107. duty, 18ns lead, 18 ns trail
'/, Fune. Gen. stated output, and measured voltage values in volts and taken
7. at the peaks of the pulses
7. 47 ohm resistor measured as 49.3 ohm
funcGen = [1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3.0 ...
3.2 3.4 3.6 3.8 4.0 4.2 4.4 4.6 4.8 5.0];
VtMeas = [2.08 2.48 2.88 3.12 3.32 3.56 3.80 4.00 4.20 4.44 4.64 ...
4.84 5.04 5.28 5.48 5.68 5.92 6.08 6.32 6.48 6.72];
VledMeas = [2.08 2.48 2.80 2.92 2.96 3.00 3.00 3.04 3.04 3.04 3.08 ...
3.08 3.12 3.12 3.16 3.16 3.12 3.12 3.12 3.20 3.20];
rMeas =49.3;

Vr = VtMeas - VledMeas;
I = Vr / rMeas

7. find resistor voltage
'/, current through resistor and entire circuit

Pled = VledMeas .* I

OPled = 10*0.0088*1

'/, led optical power out

figure;
plot(funcGen, Pled, 'b-+')

xlabeK 'Function generator indicated output voltage (V)');
ylabel ( ' LED power input (W) ') ;
figure;
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plot(funcGen, VledMeas, 'b-.+')

xlabeK 'Function generator indicated output voltage (V) ');
ylabel ( ' LED voltage input (V) O ;
figure;

plot(funcGen, I, 'b:+')

xlabel (' Function generator indicated output voltage (V)');
ylabel ( ' LED current input (A) ' ) ;
figure;

plot(funcGen, OPled, 'b:+')

xlabel (' Function generator indicated output voltage (V)');
ylabel (' LED optical power output (W)');
figure;
eff = 100*0Pled./Pled

plot (I, eff, 'b:+')
xlabeK'LED drive current (I)');

ylabel (' LED efficiency ('/,)');

photons = (425*10~-9)* (OPled)/ (6. 626*10~-34) /299792458; */. mean photon flux
figure;

plot(funcGen, photons, 'b:+')
xlabel (' Function generator indicated output voltage (V)');
ylabeK'Mean photon flux (photons/s) ') ;

C. 3

Plots For Increasing Distance Tests

°/0 Jim Gealy
%
%
%
%

2010/07/24
Rockette FSO
Road Test Data
road_test.m

clc; clear all; close all;

dr2xxl0 = [100, 300, 400, 500, 900];
r2xxl0 = [0.860, 0.320, 0.220, 0.060, 0.030];
dr2xx50 = [200, 300, 400, 500, 900];

r2xx50 = [0.500, 0.320, 0.120, 0.060, 0.040];
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°/. from 0 to these values

dr2fxl0 = [100, 200, 300, 400, 500];
r2fxl0 = [0.900, 0.500, 0.360, 0.140, 0.120];
dr2fx50 = [200, 300, 400, 500];
r2fx50 = [0.500, 0.280, 0.200, 0.140];
dr2xtl0 = [500, 600, 700, 800, 900];
r2xtl0 = [0.320, 0.260, 0.170, 0.140, 0.100];
dr2xt50 = [500 , 900] ;
r2xt50 = [0.220, 0.120];
dr2ftl0 = [500] ;
r2ftl0 = [0.080] ;

dr2xxl0n = [100, 300, 400, 500, 900];
r2xxl0n = [0.075, 0.060, 0.060, 0.060, 0.030];
dr2xx50n = [200, 300, 400, 500, 900];

r2xx50n = [0.075, 0.060, 0.060, 0.100, 0.040];
dr2fxl0n = [100, 200, 300, 400, 500];

r2fxl0n = [0.100, 0.060, 0.060, 0.060, 0.070];
dr2fx50n = [200, 300, 400, 500];

r2fx50n = [0.100, 0.090, 0.080, 0.070];
dr2xtl0n = [500, 600, 700, 800, 900];
r2xtl0n = [0.040, 0.040, 0.040, 0.040, 0.040];
dr2xt50n = [500, 900];
r2xt50n = [0.060, 0.050] ;
dr2ftl0n = [500] ;
r2ftl0n = [0.040] ;

figure;

plot(dr2xxl0, r2xxl0, '.-k',
dr2fxl0, r2fxl0, '.—k',
dr2xtl0, r2xtl0, '+-c',.
dr2ftl0, r2ftl0, '+— c',
dr2xxl0n, r2xxl0n, '.-k'
dr2fxl0n, r2fxl0n, '.—k
dr2xtl0n, r2xtl0n, '+-c'
dr2ftl0n, r2ftl0n, '+-- c');

legendCNo f ilter/baffie' , 'Filter only',.
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'Baffle only',' Filter and baffle',...
'Location', 'Best');
axis ([O 900 0 0.900]);

xlabel (' Separation distance (m)');
ylabeK'Preamp output signal peak pulse magnitude (V)');
•/.title ('LED pulsed at 10 kHz, 10°/, duty cycle');
figure;

plot (dr2xx50 , r2xx50, '.-k',...
dr2fx50 , r2f x50 , ' . —k ' , . . .
dr2xt50, r2xt50, '+-c',...
dr2xx50n, r2xx50n, ' . -k' , . . .
dr2fx50n, r2fx50n, '.—k',...
dr2xt50n, r2xt50n, '+-c');

legendi 'No f ilter/baffie' , 'Filter only',...
'Baffle only',...
'Location', 'Best');
axis([0 900 0 0.900]);

xlabel ( 'Separation distance (m)');

ylabeK'Preamp output signal peak pulse magnitude (V)');
°/„title('LED pulsed at 10 kHz, 50% duty cycle');
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Appendix D

Analysis of GPS Antenna
Considerations For Use With
Rockettes
In addition to designing the FSO telemetry system for the Rockettes, considerable time was
invested creating and modeling an appropriate Global Positioning System (GPS) antenna
for the same application. Initial work looked at the ability of the Rockettes to receive
GPS signals within the sounding rocket body (Gealy 2009). Follow-up work then looked
at potential candidates for an antenna for the Rockettes themselves (Gealy 2010). A brief
summary of the results is given here.

D.l

GPS Signal Reception Within Sounding Rockets

Given the aluminum construction of sounding rockets, a GPS signal would be attenuated
greatly in passing through the skin of the body and into the cavity out of which the Rockettes
are launched. Two plans to eliminate this problem were considered. The first was to include
an external antenna on the sounding rocket that would connect to an internal re-radiation

antenna inside the Rockette holding area. The externally received GPS signal would be
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re-broadcast to the Rockettes by either a passive or active (powered) system. This design
would be somewhat complex in a passive design, and even more so in an active one, because
it is the timing of GPS signals from which position information is derived and either system
would introduce delays.

In the second design the aluminum fairing around the Rockette section of the payload
was replaced with a teflon shroud. Teflon was chosen because its low relative permittivity
(~2.1) which would theoretically allow GPS signals to penetrate it. Teflon also happens
to exhibit very low outgassing characteristics, an important point to consider in sounding
rocket construction.

For this project Remcom's XFdtd software was used for simulations. A model of a
generic Black Brant XII sounding rocket was imported into XF. Several different Rockette
and antenna design combinations were then modeled inside of it, along with the outer teflon
shroud and an inner cylindrical aluminum support structure. Analysis of the simulations
was then conducted to determine the gain patterns of the antennas and decide upon an
effective final setup. Some of the simulation runs were performed with only a single Rockette and others were performed with more than one unit, up to six total. For each run of a
particular number and arrangement of Rockettes, half-wave dipole antennas, as well as antennas using a 'wraparound' concept were tested. According to the gain patterns produced
by the simulations it was clear that the concept held promise, but further refinements were
necessary, namely with regard to the 'wraparound' antenna.

A wraparound antenna takes the shape of a hollow cylinder that can be of various sizes,
including dimensions matching those proposed for the Rockettes. The difficulty with the
modeled wraparound antennas was that, when tested on their own, their gain patterns
were not what was expected; there was clearly a lack of uniform reception about the roll
axis which would be required given the spin stabilized nature of the Rockettes. This was
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discouraging as they seemed a great fit for the application and their roll axis uniformity
was why they were considered initially. However, while researching wraparound antennas,
it was found that they were already being produced by a company located in Bedford,

NH by the name of Haigh-Farr. Haigh-Farr specializes in wraparound antennas (including
GPS antennas) for aerospace applications and these products exhibit roll axis uniformity
according to their website. With this knowledge, refinement of the modeled wraparound
design became the basis for an independent study.

D. 2

Potential GPS Antenna Designs

The initial purpose of the independent study was to refine the wraparound antenna from
the previous round of simulations to make its roll axis gain pattern more uniform. The

designs of existing wraparound antennas by Haigh-Farr (no other manufacturers were found)
are under IP protection so attempts were made to adapt several different widely known
antenna designs to the wraparound model. Antennas using both traveling wave and standing

wave principles were simulated and evaluated, including coplanar waveguide and patch
(microstrip) antennas. Helical antennas using normal (broadside) radiation principles were
also studied. Unfortunately none of these designs proved to be desirable due to poor gain

uniformity. Simulations were not only performed in XFdtd, but CST's Microwave Studio
as well, with both yielding undesirable results. Rockette mockups were not included in the
simulations.

Aside from simply using a manufactured wraparound antenna from Haigh-Farr, other

antenna designs could still be evaluated for Rockette use. Iwasaki (Iwasaki 1996), (Iwasaki
1998) developed back-to-back patch antenna designs for frequencies not much higher than
that of the GPS Ll carrier. Chen (Chen h Hsu 2000) performed similar work and also used
FDTD to simulate such an antenna. Back-to-back patch antennas could be a potential
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solution for Rockette use with their semi-omnidirectional gain patterns. Patch antennas

are also robust given their construction using sheet metal and sheet dielectric materials.
Instead of fabricating a single back-to-back patch antenna, another possibility could
be the use of two traditional GPS patch antennas placed normal to the Rockette's axis of
rotation and each facing opposite the other. This could provide a similar omnidirectional
pattern as patch antennas typically have a hemispherical gain pattern (Kraus 1988). This
assumes that an effective method of coupling the antenna connections can be found, though
this is not seen as a major issue.

One final option could be another commercial-off-the-shelf product by San Jose Technology, Inc., based in Taiwan. Their HA-26V model is labeled as an omnidirectional GPS
antenna. While no gain patterns are provided for the HA-26V in its data sheet, the specifications given, such as input impedance, are reasonable for Rockette use. The 8.3 cm length
of the antenna is the only potential issue as this may not fit within the final Rockette bus
design.
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